
Project description

To assist the manager in her mission of welcoming users
To promote the DRC’s latest additions and the documentary video collection

To help set up the Erasmus days and the international day.
To set up an exhibition on the European week.
To organize workshops in order to help with CV and cover letter writing.
To set up a specific day dedicated to the volunteer's country.
To organize a language club according to the mother tongue within the IRFSS.

To be a support to the referent « Simulation in health » to embody a patient of foreign culture and thus to set up a
scenario of care situations. 

To work in collaboration with the local unit of the French Red Cross to set up a "vestiboutique" and a "digousterie"
within the institute: the aim is to help students with financial difficulties by allowing them to buy clothes at low prices.
The "digousterie" gives new life to unused objects that are made available free of charge to the students.
To accompany the students and mainly the students' association in calls for projects.

To facilitate eco-responsible workshops for students and employees
To lead games on sustainable development (game of the 7 actions created by the French Red Cross)
To work with the OSR group on a project to clean up a beach in collaboration with an institution for people with
disabilities and a European University

The IRFSS of Brest is a healthcare training institute for nurses, assistant nurses, childcare assistants and medical
secretaries. 

The volunteer will be entrusted with several missions in collaboration with the head of the Documentary Resource Center
and the members of the international division:

Documentary Resource Center:

International Office:

Education:

Animation of student life:

OSR - Organisation Social Responsibility:
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Volunteer's profile

We are looking for 1 volunteer, from 18' up to 30'.
Basic skills in French are requested as well as
competencies like adaptability, flexibility,
organisation/communication skills, creativity,
sense of initiative. Besides, we need volunteers
with a good knowledge of IT tools to make
posters, flyers... The volunteer must have the
willingness to work with young people and to
prepare activities with/for them. Besides, the
volunteer must be ready to go out of his/her
comfort zone to create a link with pupils. Most
importantly, he/she must be able to help to
handle a group with dynamism.
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 Accommodation, food and 
transport arrangements

The volunteer will be accommodated in Brest in a
studio flat in a youth accommodation centre in the
city centre.

Food: we give each month 220 € for all food
expenditures but it's also possible to have meals
at work. 

Transports: we will give a monthly subscription for
the bus network. 

Trainings during 
the project

Pre-departure training (PDT): organised by
his/her sending organisation 
On-arrival training (OAT): organised by the
French National Agency 
Mid-term training (MTT): organised by the
French National Agency 
Final evaluation: organised by his/her
sending organisation 

a task-support mentor 
a personal mentor 

Besides, during his/her EVS the volunteer will
get: 

How to apply

Candidates have to send their application (CV +
motivation letter) to Yohanna Florin at
yohanna.florin@bij-brest.org
Please write down the project title in your email
object (we have been recruiting for several
projects).

There’s no deadline, the recruitment is on the go ! 

Warning!
We won’t take into consideration general
application letters sent to dozens of projects.

MORE INFO ON : https://padlet.com/agnespissavy/neju0k08bpa92z7e
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